This article addresses two influential lines of argument for what might be termed "scientific epiphenomenalism" about conscious intentions -the thesis that neither conscious intentions nor their physical correlates are among the causes of bodily motions -and links this thesis to skepticism about free will and moral responsibility. One line of argument is based on Benjamin Libet's neuroscientific work on free will. The other is based on a mixed bag of findings presented by social psychologist Daniel Wegner. It is argued that both lines of argument are unsuccessful.
intentions -are about things to do later. I might decide now to answer the knock at my door now. This is a proximal decision. And I might decide now to write a blurb for a friend's book tomorrow. This is a distal decision. Libet's work on decisions and intentions focuses on the proximal variety. The same is true of Wegner. Decisions about what to do, as I understand them, are responses to uncertainty about what to do (Mele, 2003, ch. 9) . Where there is no uncertainty, we make no decisions. Because I was not at all uncertain about what to do when I got to my office door this morning, I had no need to decide what to do when I arrived at the door. I simply unlocked it, as I intended to do. That intention was passively acquired, as opposed to being actively formed in an act of deciding to unlock my door. By "passively acquired" I mean nothing more than "acquired in the absence of any action of forming that intention." Both actively formed and passively acquired intentions are suitable candidates for issuing in corresponding intentional actions.
A comment on the adjective "intentional" will prove useful in avoiding some possible misinterpretations of what is to come. Compare the task of flexing one's right wrist whenever one wishes with the task of flexing one's right wrist whenever one hears a go-signal. As I use the adjective "intentional, " both tasks involve intentional flexing actions. But as some researchers use the adjective, the flexing actions of the latter group, unlike those of the former group, are not intentional (see Haggard and Clark, 2003, pp. 695-696 , and see the discussion of their usage and mine in Mele, 2009, pp. 29-30) . They count "self-initiated, " but not "externally triggered, " actions as intentional. As I see things, these researchers use "intentional" as a technical term whereas I use it as it is used in ordinary speech. I do not object to the use of ordinary-language terms as technical terms. However, readers accustomed to the technical use of "intentional" at issue, unless forewarned, may misinterpret some of what I have to say below about intentional actions and about associated intentions.
Consider the following passage:
Filomena is stopped at a red light in an old car that she has been driving for many years. When the light turns green, she presses down on her gas pedal. She doesn't know it, but there's a problem with her engine. By pressing on the gas pedal, Filomena releases a lot of exhaust fumes into the air and irritates the cyclist behind her.
As I use the key terms, Filomena intends to press down on her gas pedal and intentionally does so (but she does not intentionally release a lot of exhaust fumes and does not intentionally irritate the cyclist; nor does she intend to do either of these things). Filomena's pressing down on the gas pedal is an externally triggered action. It is triggered by her detection of an everyday go-signal -the light turning green. And, even so, I count it as intentional. Have I gone out on a limb in claiming that I am simply following ordinary usage? Not at all. The passage about Filomena is one of nine test cases in a study that Thomas Nadelhoffer and I very recently completed for another purpose (too recently to have published it yet). We asked the 202 MTurk participants whether they agreed or disagreed with various statements about the vignettes, using a seven-point scale (ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"). Here are results for two of the statements about Filomena, counting answers above the midpoint as expressing agreement and answers below the midpoint as expressing disagreement:
Filomena intentionally pressed down on her gas pedal. Agree 96.52%. When she pressed down on her gas pedal, Filomena intended to do that. Agree 94.05%
1 .
Readers who have not adopted a technical use of "intentional" and "intentionally" may think that I have been belaboring an obvious point. But some readers are accustomed to the technical use of "intentional" described above. The preceding two paragraphs are addressed to them. My intent is to forestall confusion about some subsequent claims of mine.
Next on the agenda is epiphenomenalism. What I will call philosophical epiphenomenalism (and what philosophers refer to simply as epiphenomenalism) is the thesis that although all mental events are caused by physical events, no mental events are among the causes of any physical events. Some scientists appeal to findings of the kind reviewed below to support the idea that conscious decisions and intentions are what they call "epiphenomena" (Wegner, 2002, pp. 317-318) . However, as I will explain, what they mean by this word in this connection is not always what philosophers mean by it. Bearing this point in mind helps forestall confusion.
If, as Wegner (2002, p. 317) says, "the experience of consciously willing an action" -or a conscious intention one has, or consciousness of an intention one has -alerts "the conscious mind when actions occur that are likely to be the result of one's own agency, " then the conscious event or state that plays the alerting role is among the causes of something. Why so? Because alerting is a causal notion. If something alerts me to some fact, it has an effect on me. It is among the causes of a change in me, a change from being unaware of the fact at issue to being aware of it. Now, suppose I am asked what I am about to do, and I orally report what I believe about that. Suppose the report is based on what my consciousness of an intention of mine alerted me to. My utterance (about what I believe I am about to do) is a physical event (or has a physical dimension), and my consciousness of my intention is, by hypothesis, among its causes. So my consciousness of my intention is not an epiphenomenon, as that notion is characterized by philosophical epiphenomenalism. Even so, Wegner calls it an epiphenomenon. We see right off the bat that he means something else by the term. This is not intended as a criticism. It is a way of setting the stage for Wegner's intended meaning, which is the next item on the agenda.
As a convenient bit of shorthand, I use "proximal intentions+" as a label for the following collection of things: proximal 1 A referee asked for other findings about Philomena. Here are the figures for agreement: When she irritated the cyclist, Filomena intended to do that. Agree 5.44%. When she released a lot of exhaust fumes, Filomena intended to do that. Agree 7.42%. Filomena intentionally released a lot of exhaust fumes. Agree 7.42%. intentions themselves, their acquisition, and their persistence. Proximal intentions+, then, include my intention to answer my ringing phone now, my acquiring that intention (when I hear the phone ring), and the persistence of that intention (until I succeed in pulling the phone out of my pocket and greeting the caller). Consider the following two hypotheses: First, all proximal intentions+ are caused by physical events but no proximal intentions+ are among the causes of any physical events. Second, physical correlates of proximal intentions+ sometimes are among the causes of physical events -for example, bodily motions involved in overt intentional actions. Although this pair of hypotheses does not contradict philosophical epiphenomenalism, it does contradict a scientific epiphenomenalism according to which neither proximal intentions+ nor their physical correlates are among the causes of bodily motions (Wegner, 2002 (Wegner, , 2004 (Wegner, , 2008 . The scientific epiphenomenalism at issue in this article extends to the physical correlates of proximal intentions+: the thesis to be examined -Wegner's thesis, as I understand him -is that neither proximal intentions+ nor their physical correlates are among the causes of physical events that proximal intentions+ are alleged to cause, those involved in corresponding overt intentional actions.
Philosophical epiphenomenalism is one of the options on the table in philosophical work on mental causation. This work addresses a very old and very deep topic -the mind-body problem. We have a mental vocabulary -for example, "decision, " "intention, " and "desire" -and a physical vocabulary: "neuron, " "synapse, " and "brain" come quickly to mind in the present context. An important question in metaphysics and in the philosophy of mind is easy to state and hard to answer: How are the things to which these two vocabularies refer related to each other? The following question is more specific: How are mental processes and events -such as my reflection on what topics to take up in this article and my decision on the matter -related to physical processes and events? Neither of these questions is directly about mental causation, but the following questions are: How one answers the first two questions raised in the preceding paragraph may have an effect on how one answers the questions about mental causation. Consider substance dualism. This position features an endorsement of the idea that "associated with each human person, there is a thinking thing... not composed of the same kinds of stuff as... nonmental things" (Zimmerman, 2006, p. 115 ; although Zimmerman describes the "thinking thing" as a soul, some substance dualists prefer to use the word "mind"). Someone who thinks that conscious reflection takes place only in non-physical souls or minds and that conscious decisions are made only by such souls or minds may be stumped by the question how such reflection and decisions can have an effect on the body -for example, on the motions of my fingers as I type this sentence.
Fortunately, there are philosophical alternatives to substance dualism. Conscious intentions might, for example, be identical to states of the brain, or they might be realized in or supervene on brain states. Identity is relatively easy to understand. Supervenience is more complicated, and various kinds have been distinguished. 2 Here is David Papineau's (2009, p. 62 ) gloss on one kind: for non-physical (including mental) properties to "metaphysically supervene on" physical properties is for things to be such that "a being's physical properties... fix its non-physical properties, in the sense that any two [hypothetical] beings who share [all the same] physical properties... necessarily share the same non-physical properties, even though the physical properties which so "realize" the non-physical ones can be different in different beings". Papineau adds: "This arguably ensures that nothing more is required for any specific instantiation of a non-physical property than its physical realization." The basic idea here, as it applies specifically to me and my conscious intention to complete this paragraph before leaving for lunch, is (1) that my being in a certain physical condition is sufficient for my having that conscious intention, and (2) my being in some other physical condition might also have been sufficient for my having that conscious intention.
It is a rare scientist who also is a metaphysician; and, generally speaking, scientists have no obligation to weigh in on metaphysical connections between mental states and physical states -for example, on whether conscious intentions are identical with brain states or instead supervene on them. From a scientific perspective, as I observed elsewhere, "evidence that the physical correlates of conscious intentions are among the causes of some corresponding actions may be counted as evidence that conscious intentions are among the causes of some corresponding actions, and evidence that the physical correlates of conscious intentions are never among the causes of corresponding actions may be counted as evidence that conscious intentions are never among the causes of corresponding actions" (Mele, 2013a, p. 9) . In this connection, I invited readers to "try to imagine a scientific discovery that the physical correlates of conscious intentions actually are (or actually are not) conscious intentions or that conscious intentions do (or do not) supervene on their physical correlates" (ibid). And I raised the following pair of pointed questions. How would the discovery be made? What would the experimental design be? As I pointed out in Mele, 2009 (p. 146) , it is primarily philosophers who would worry about the metaphysical intricacies of the mind-body problem despite accepting the imagined proof about physical correlates of conscious intentions, and the argumentation would be philosophical in nature.
corresponding actions, but conscious intentions never are. Why not? Because (even if it can be done in imagination) there is no way for scientists to separate the physical correlates of conscious intentions from the conscious intentions to see what each does on its own. Whether the proposition at issue is true or false is a question for metaphysicians and is well beyond the scope of the present article. My topic is scientific arguments for (scientific) epiphenomenalism.
In subsequent sections, I discuss findings in neuroscience and elsewhere that have been thought to bear significantly on mental causation in the sphere of free will and moral responsibility. An additional bit of background will prove useful.
In the philosophical literature on free will and moral responsibility, it is commonly assumed that the latter depends on the former. The assumption is not that the only actions for which we can be morally responsible are actions that we perform freely or of our own free will. Seemingly, drunk drivers can be morally responsible for losing control of their cars and killing people as a consequence, even if they do not do these things of their own free will. Rather, what is assumed is that a being who never has free will is not morally responsible for anything. 4 When this assumption is in place, any argument for the nonexistence of free will is an argument for the nonexistence of moral responsibility.
LIBET
In their introduction to an edited volume entitled Does Consciousness Cause Behavior? Susan Pockett and her coeditors write: "the wide promulgation of two new lines of genuinely scientific... evidence has seized the philosophical and scientific imagination and again brought the whole question [whether consciousness causes behavior] to the forefront of intellectual debate" (Pockett et al., 2006, p. 1) . They identify neuroscientist Benjamin Libet and social psychologist Daniel Wegner as the sources of these lines of evidence (pp. 1-3). According to Libet (1985 Libet ( , 2004 , the brain decides to initiate actions about a third of a second before the person becomes aware of the decision. Wegner (2002 Wegner ( , 2004 Wegner ( , 2008 contends, as I have mentioned, that conscious intentions and decisions are never among the causes of corresponding actions.
Libet makes the following much-discussed claims:
The brain "decides" to initiate or, at least, prepare to initiate [certain actions] before there is any reportable subjective awareness that such a decision has taken place. (Libet, 1985, p. 536) If the "act now" process is initiated unconsciously, then conscious free will is not doing it. (Libet, 2001, p. 62) Our overall findings do suggest some fundamental characteristics of the simpler acts that may be applicable to all consciously intended acts and even to responsibility and free will. (Libet, 1985, p. 563) Associated with these claims is a skeptical argument about free will that may be set out as follows.
F1. In Libet-style experiments, all the decisions to act on which data are gathered are made unconsciously. F2. So probably all decisions to act are made unconsciously. F3. A decision is freely made only if it is consciously made. F4. So probably no decisions to act are freely made 5 .
Participants in the studies at issue are asked to report on when they had certain conscious experiences -described variously as experiences of an urge, intention, or decision to do what they did. They make their reports after they act. In what follows, readers who understand "conscious" and "aware" in such a way that one can be aware of something of which one is not conscious (on the grounds that consciousness requires a phenomenal feature that awareness does not) should read "conscious" as "aware." (More simply, for the purposes of this article, I treat "conscious of " and "aware of " as synonyms.) Also, the measure of consciousness or awareness in these studies is the participant's report. As I have put it (Mele, 2009, p. 22) , it is "report-level" consciousness or awareness that is at issue.
In Libet's (1985 Libet's ( , 2004 ) most influential studies, participants are asked to flex their right wrist whenever they wish. When they are regularly reminded not to plan their wrist flexes, an average ramping up of EEG activity (starting 550 ms before the onset of muscle motion; that is, −550 ms) precedes the average reported time of the conscious experience (−200 ms) by about a third of a second (Libet, 1985) . Libet (1985, p. 536) contends that decisions about when to flex are made at the earlier of these two times. The later time is referred to as W time.
The initial ramping that I mentioned is the beginning of a readiness potential (RP), which may be understood as "a progressive increase in brain activity prior to intentional actions, normally measured using EEG, and thought to arise from frontal brain areas that prepare actions" (Haggard et al., 2015, p. 325 ). The RPs I described are called type II RPs. Participants who are not regularly reminded to aim for spontaneity or who report some advance planning produce RPs that begin about half a second earlier -type I RPs. This also is true of participants asked to flex at a prearranged time (Libet et al., 1982, p. 325) .
Elsewhere, I have argued in detail for the following points about F1. (1) There is no good reason to believe that a proximal decision to flex is made -or a proximal intention to flex acquired -at −550 ms, and there is evidence that any such decision or intention arrives on the scene significantly later, around W time (Mele, 2009, chs. 3 and 4) . (2) There is good reason to doubt that the W times are reliable guides to when participants were, in fact, first conscious of their intentions or decisions (Mele, 2009, ch. 6) . In order to avoid excessive repetition, I do not rehearse these arguments here. Instead, I focus my critique on F2.
When moral responsibility is at issue, as it is in this article, an elementary observation about F2 should set off an alarm. Obviously, how plausible the inference reported in F2 is depends on how similar decisions to act made by participants in Libet-style studies are to decisions to act of all other kinds. So how similar are these decisions to ordinary decisions about what to do when moral considerations are in play, for example? (I assume for the sake of argument that participants do make decisions about when to flex, and I believe that this is a genuine possibility.) Participants in Libet's studies apparently arbitrarily pick a moment to begin flexing -many times. Arbitrary picking is characteristic of neuroscientific studies of free will. Participants are supposed to decide when to flex a wrist, which of two buttons to press (Soon et al., 2008) , when to press a key (Fried et al., 2011) , and so on. They have no reason to prefer a particular moment for beginning to flex a wrist or press a key over nearby moments and no reason to prefer one button over the other. They are in situations in which arbitrary picking makes perfect sense. As I have implied, I am assuming that these instances of arbitrary picking are instances of deciding. I do not treat arbitrary picking and deciding as mutually exclusive.
Here, we find one difference between decisions allegedly made in the experiments at issue and many other decisions. In these experiments, participants select from options they are indifferent about. However, in many cases, decision makers are far from indifferent about their leading options. In typical cases, when we make a decision about whether to accept or reject a job offer, whether or not to make a bid on a certain house, and so on, our leading options differ from one another in ways that are important to us. The same is true of decision making when moral considerations are explicitly in play. People who are tempted to cheat on their taxes normally are not indifferent between cheating on them and being honest. Decisions about such things as evading taxes and whether or not to lie in order to get out of a jam do not seem much like arbitrary picking. Often, both when moral considerations are salient and when they are not, we are not indifferent about what we decide.
Another difference between decisions allegedly made in Libet-style experiments and some other decisions has to do with conscious reasoning. In these experiments, conscious reasoning about what to do -for instance, about exactly when to flex -is rendered pointless by the nature of the task. As I have mentioned, the task is such that there obviously is no reason to prefer a given moment for flexing to nearby moments, no reason to prefer pressing one button to pressing the other, and so on. So reasoning about when to flex, which button to press, or the like, would be pointless. Furthermore, in these studies, participants are instructed to be spontaneous, which involves not reasoning about what to do. However, many decisions are preceded by conscious reasoning about what to do. Elsewhere, I have suggested that such reasoning may increase the probability of conscious deciding, where consciously deciding to do something is understood as a matter of being conscious of the decision when one makes itas opposed, for example, to becoming conscious of the decision after one has made it (Mele, 2013b) .
The alleged findings about decisions in scenarios in which, as the participants realize, they have no reason to favor any acceptable option over any other do not warrant the conclusion that the same kind of thing would be found in cases in which decision makers are not indifferent about their options and are not arbitrarily picking something. As I have suggested elsewhere, automatic tie-breaking mechanisms may be at work in a variety of ordinary situations in which we are indifferent regarding the leading options: for example, when I have a twenty-six ounce of Campbell's tomato soup on my shopping list and I see a bunch of them on a shelf in my favorite supermarket (Mele, 2009, p. 83 Some action-ties may be broken for us before we are aware of what we "decided" to do, but this definitely does not justify the claim that we never consciously make decisions.
As I reported, I assume for the sake of argument that participants in Libet's experiments do make proximal decisions and I regard this as a genuine possibility. My point is that the circumstances surrounding these arbitrary decisions are so different from the circumstances surrounding many decisions that we cannot properly generalize from the alleged finding that the former decisions are made unconsciously to the conclusion that all decisions are made unconsciously. Suppose a study of Donald Trump's golf courses reveals that all of them prominently display a painting of Trump decked out in a blue jacket and a long red tie. No reasonable person would infer from this that all golf courses -no matter who owns them -display a painting of Donald Trump. On formal grounds, the generalization at issue about decisions is almost as bad.
Here is the bottom line on F2. A generalization from alleged findings about the decisions allegedly made in Libet-style studies to the claim that all decisions are unconsciously made is unwarranted.
Some readers who agree with my bottom line on F2 may ask whether, at least in Libet-style studies, proximal decisions are made unconsciously. Given space constraints, the best I can do here in response is to point such readers to my arguments elsewhere that the data do not support this proposition about participants in these studies (Mele, 2009, chs. 3, 4, and 6) .
It is sometimes claimed, based partly on Libet's findings, that conscious intentions and decisions are caused by the same brain events that cause actions and are absent from the causal chain that issues in action (Wegner, 2002, pp. 64-70) . The following assertion sometimes is offered in support of the preceding one: Participants' conscious proximal intentions to flex cannot be among the causes of their flexes because those intentions are caused by unconscious brain events (Pockett, 2006, p. 21; Roediger et al., 2008, p. 208) . This assertion about mental causation is seriously confused (and, as a referee motivated me to add, I certainly am not claiming that many scientists do or would make it). The confusion is easy to see with the help of an analogy (see Mele, 2009, p. 71) . Consider the following claim: Burnings of fuses cannot be among the causes of explosions of firecrackers because burnings of fuses are caused by lightings of fuses. Plainly, both the lighting of its fuse and the burning of its fuse are among the causes of a firecracker's exploding in ordinary situations. If the fuse had not been lit -or if the lit fuse had stopped burning early -there would have been no explosion. Just as there is no reason to believe that the more proximal causes of firecracker explosions cannot themselves have causes, there is no reason to believe that items that are among the relatively proximal causes of flexes cannot themselves have causes and cannot be caused by unconscious brain events. That a conscious decision or intention has unconscious causes is no obstacle to the decision's or intention's being among the causes of a corresponding action. And if some decisions or intentions (or their physical correlates) are among the causes of corresponding actions, scientific epiphenomenalism is false.
WEGNER
As I mentioned, Wegner uses two lines of argumentation to support his claim that conscious intentions are never among the causes of corresponding actions, one of which is based on Libet's work. I turn now to the second line, starting with some findings.
Facilitated communication is a technique designed to help people who have disorders that hamper speech, such as autism or cerebral palsy, express themselves (Wegner, 2002, pp. 195-201) . The facilitator holds the hand of a client seated in front of a keyboard. The facilitator's function is to help clients communicate without influencing which keys they press, and there is evidence that many of the facilitators believed they were doing exactly what their job called for. Often, formerly uncommunicative people apparently typed full sentences or more. It was discovered, however, that the facilitators were controlling what was being typed -without realizing that they were. They were unconsciously controlling their clients' movements.
Sensitive devices can detect some actions that people do not realize they are performing (Wegner, 2002, pp. 122-25) . For example, a person instructed to think of an object located to his left slowly moved a hand to the left. Another person asked to count a metronome's clicks exhibited minute hand movements that matched the rhythm. And when instructed to think about an object he hid, a person slowly moved a hand in the direction of that object. In each case, the person was not conscious of performing the actions at issue.
Utilization behavior, an interesting phenomenon, is displayed by people who suffer from frontal lobe damage of a certain kind (Wegner, 2002, p. 122) . For example, one such person whose hands were touched with several pairs of eyeglasses over a brief period of time, put them all on and wound up wearing several pairs at once.
There are experimental situations in which participants are led to believe (to some degree) that they intentionally did things they did not in fact do. In a much-discussed study (Wegner and Wheatley, 1999) , a confederate and a participant, both of whom are wearing headphones, jointly operate a computer mouse on which a small square board is mounted (p. 487). A computer monitor displays about fifty small objects, and the mouse controls the movement of a cursor over the display. Participants are asked how much they "intended" to make the cursor stop on an image (p. 488). On average, they give a higher "intended" rating to stops made on images whose names they heard shortly before the stop, even though the stop is produced by the confederate. (See Malle, 2006, pp. 223-224 for an instructive critique of this study.)
Findings and studies such as the ones I have described in this section have been offered in support of the contention that actions never have conscious proximal intentions or their physical correlates among their causes. Readers will recall that this is the thesis of scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious proximal intentions. Now, these findings and studies provide evidence that people sometimes perform actions of which they are not conscious, sometimes do things for no good reason, and sometimes believe (to some degree) that they intentionally did things they did not actually do. But how does Wegner get from evidence of the kind I described to the conclusion that conscious proximal intentions and their physical correlates are never among the causes of corresponding actions? That is, how does he get from this evidence to scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious proximal intentions? Wegner (2002, p. 144) writes: "it has to be one way or the other. Either the automatisms are oddities against the general backdrop of conscious behavior causation in everyday life, or we must turn everything around quite radically and begin to think that behavior that occurs with a sense of will is somehow the odd case, an add-on to a more basic underlying system". If it has to be one way or the other, then all actions have to be caused in the same basic way. So, Wegner thinks, if some actions are produced by automatic mechanisms rather than by conscious intentions or their physical correlates, then all of them are (perhaps with the exception of "the odd case").
Are all actions caused in basically the same way? That depends on how we read "basically the same way." If the claim is simply that all actions have brain events among their causes, then, obviously, the claim is true. However, this plainly leaves it open that some of the brain events that are among the causes of some actions are physical correlates of conscious intentions to perform actions of those kinds. It leaves the falsity of scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious intentions wide open. Of course, Wegner has something much more specific in mindnamely, that just as people who unwittingly make tiny hand movements in response to the clicks of a metronome are caused to do so by automatic processes of which they are unaware, all actions are caused by, and only by, such processes (perhaps with some odd exceptions). Wegner's (2002, p. 144) argument hinges on the idea that "it has to be one way or the other" -either unconscious automatic processes produce all of our actions or "conscious will" does it all. This bold formulation of the idea raises some questions. Is it true that it all has to be one way or the other? Might conscious proximal decisions or intentions or their physical correlates sometimes benefit from automatic mechanisms in the causation of actions? And what might constitute evidence that conscious proximal intentions or decisions or their physical correlates play a role in producing some actions?
Imagine a Libet-style study in which participants are asked to make conscious proximal decisions about when to flex a wrist and to flex in response to those decisions. Are they able to comply with this request, literally interpreted? Suppose that they do comply. Then, it seems, their conscious decisions or their physical correlates are indeed among the causes of their flexing actions. Such a decision or its physical correlate would be no less a cause of action than a go-signal is in a reaction time experiment. (Notice that I wrote "a cause, " not "the cause.") Nothing in the data Wegner reports warrants the assertion that conscious proximal decisions (or their physical correlates), unlike go-signals, are never among the causes of associated actions.
A proponent of scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious decisions may contend that the participants in the experiment I imagined would have flexed even if they had unconsciously decided (or intended) to flex and that the conscious decisions and their physical correlates therefore made no causal contribution to the flexes. (Wegner himself cannot offer this reply, given his contention that all intentions are conscious. See Mele, 2009, chs. 2 and 5 for discussion of Wegner's conception of intentions.) This contention is seriously misguided. It implicitly appeals to the following principle: If y would have happened even if x had not happened, then x is not among the causes of y. And this principle is false. Billy's sister drove him to work today, and Billy arrived there at noon. What Billy's sister did was a cause of Billy's arriving at work when he did. And this is so even though, if Billy's sister had not driven him to work, Billy's brother would have done so and delivered him there at noon.
Another tack a proponent of scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious decisions may take is to claim that, in the imagined experiment, the participants' conscious decisions were not among the causes of their flexes because the decisions themselves were caused by unconscious processes. However, a reader who finds this claim appealing has lost sight of the moral of my firecracker analogy. The fact that x has a cause is utterly compatible with x being among the causes of y.
I had originally planned to include a brief section on hard evidence that conscious intentions (or their physical correlates) sometimes are among the causes of corresponding actions. This evidence comes from research on implementation intentions (Gollwitzer, 1999 (Gollwitzer, , 2014 Gollwitzer and Sheeran, 2006) . However, I found that I had nothing noteworthy to add to my discussion of the evidence in chapter 7 of Mele (2009) . So I simply direct interested readers to that chapter. The evidence discussed there is impressive.
I conclude this section with its main moral. The second line of argument for scientific epiphenomenalism about conscious intentions depends on Wegner's assumption that either "conscious will" produces all of our actions or unconscious automatic processes do all the work (perhaps with some unusual exceptions), and there is no good reason to accept that assumption. For all anyone has shown, many actionsincluding many actions in the moral sphere -may be products of a combination of conscious intentions (or their physical correlates) and unconscious processes.
CONCLUSION
What I called scientific epiphenomenalism is advanced as a serious challenge to free will -and, by extension, moral responsibility. In this article I examined two main lines of argument for scientific epiphenomenalism. The first line is based on Libet's studies, discussed in section 2. There I explained why a certain data-based argument for the nonexistence of free will that applies also to moral responsibility is unsuccessful. In the course of so doing, I highlighted some important differences between the decisions that are supposedly made in the experiments at issue and decisions made when moral considerations are in play. The differences are such that a generalization from alleged findings about the decisions studied in Libet-style experiments to a conclusion about all decisions is unwarranted.
The second line of argument is based on a mixed bag of findings reported by Wegner, examined in section 3. As I explained, that line of argument hinges on an assumption that there is no good reason to accept -the assumption that "it has to be one way or the other" (Wegner, 2002, p. 144) or, more fully, that either all of our actions are produced by, and only by, unconscious automatic processes (once again, perhaps with some odd exceptions) or "conscious will" does all the work.
Roughly speaking, what it is for an intention to be effective is for it to be among the causes of the agent's performance of an action of the kind intended.
6 To accommodate metaphysically minded readers who may maintain that physical correlates of intentions, but not intentions themselves, play the causal role, it may be said that what it is for an intention to be effective is for the intention to be such that either it or its physical correlate is among the causes of the agent's performance of an action of the kind intended. On metaphysical grounds, some readers will deem this construal of effective intentions too permissive. I remind such readers that scientific epiphenomenalism asserts that, even on this metaphysically permissive construal, there are no effective intentions. The two lines of argument examined here pose at best an illusory threat to the existence of effective intentions (so construed), including effective conscious intentions. The same goes for free will and moral responsibility.
Why have I focused here on scientific epiphenomenalism rather than philosophical epiphenomenalism? Mainly, because, even if all relevant scientific facts were discovered, and even if they proved that the physical correlates of conscious intentions (that is, of the intentions and consciousness of them, as I said earlier) often play a causal role in producing corresponding actions, it would still be open to metaphysicians to argue that this is not sufficient for the truth of the claim that conscious intentions play a causal role in producing these actions. What would have to be added to the mix to achieve sufficiency is the truth of some metaphysical thesis or other that is scientifically untestable. Because this article's topic is scientific arguments for certain theses, I chose to focus on matters that are, in principle, scientifically testable. The scientific work and arguments I have discussed here leave ample room for moral responsibility and free will 7 .
